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ideologistic (in all respects like the pure ideologism of the
Upanishads); is he somewhat of an optimist according to
the James classification? Kant himself, a very pure
introverted type, stands as remote from either optimism
or pessimism as do the great empiricists,
It seems to me, therefore, that this antithesis has
nothing to do with James' types. Just as there are
optimistic introverts, there are also optimistic extraverts
and vice versa. It would, however, be quite possible for
James to have fallen into this mistake as a result of the
subjective projection previously referred to, A material-
istic or purely empiricistic or positivistic world-philosophy
seems utterly cheerless from the standpoint of the ideo-
logist He must, therefore, sense it as pessimistic. But,
to the man who puts his faith in the god 'Matter5, the
materialistic view of the world seems optimistic. From the
ideological standpoint the materialistic conception seems to
sever the vital nerve, since its chief power, active apper-
ception and the realization of the archetypes, is thereby
paralysed. To the ideologist, therefore, such a view must
appear completely pessimistic, for it robs him of all hope of
ever again beholding the eternal idea embodied and realized
upon the phenomenal plane, A world of real facts would
mean banishment and perpetual homelessness. When,
therefore, James draws a parallel between the materialistic
and the pessimistic points of view, we are entitled to infer
that he personally may belong to the ideologistical side
—an assumption that might easily be subtantiated by
numerous other characteristics from the life of this
philosopher. This circumstance might also explain why
the tough-minded has been saddled with the three some-
what dubious epithets—sensationalistic, materialistic, and
irreligious. This inference is further corroborated by that
passage in Pragmatism where James compares the mutual
aversion between the types with a - rencontre between,

